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Abstract

A plant hanger or shelf support having a hooked extrusion of the part that is secured to the wall or post.
The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best method of performing it known to me:
PLANT HANGER / SHELF SUPPORT / SUPPORT

A plant hanger /shelf support / support made a result that other said plant hangers/shelf support; not having multiple use all in one unit.

A plant hanger/shelf support/support having a hooked top, being the key component of the said unit. FIGURE 1

The said hook having the dual use of attachment to TM colorbond fencing, as well as for the containment of or gripping devices for shelving. FIGURE 3

The said plant hanger/shelf support/support also having standard application eg: being to a wall upright surface.

The said unit may be constructed from flat metal, or metal rod like, and the hook can be made in various shapes.
The claims defining the invention are as follows

1. A Plant hanger/shelf support/support having a hooked unit or part on the said top of the Plant hanger/shelf support/support, and a gripping device which can be used in conjunction with the Hooked unit.

Monopoly is claimed in features in solid line only disclaim dotted line may vary.